CJAM Cellular Jamming Technology Can to Help Save the Lives of
Our Troops in Iraq
Technology Company has developed CJAM 100, a simple device that can protect Military Vehicles from being bombed

Coral Springs, FL March 16, 2005 --- CJAM, a division of CellAntenna, a U.S.-based company that provides
technological products that solve cellular communications problems throughout the world, introduces CJAM 100, a cellphone size portable cellular jamming device designed to defeat cellular communications within a small area. Cell phones
triggered by remote control have become the triggering devices of choice for terrorists in Iraq. When the cellular signal is
blocked at the correct frequency, bombs become immediately ineffective.
When the CJAM 100 is placed on the top and the bottom of the military vehicle (Hummers, Jeeps, etc.), and is enacted,
the device cuts off the cellular signal, which is used to detonate bombs by remote. In essence, CJAM 500 acts as a
protective bubble surrounding the vehicle. As the vehicle moves, CJAM 500 stays with the vehicle at all times. In addition,
it does not interfere with communication at other frequencies.
Mr. Melamed has become a noted expert on cellular technology and he recently addressed APCO (the Association of
Public-Safety Communications Officials, International) on this very issue.
Cellular jamming devices that jam cell phone signals in vulnerable areas are devices only the government can legally
operate. The CJAM product line is intended for law enforcement and other government agencies and is not available to
the general consumer.
The CJAM line includes:
CJAM 100 - cell phone size portable cellular jamming device designed to defeat cellular communications within a small
area. It is effective at distance less than 12 feet and does not interfere with communication at other frequencies.
CJAM 500 - An advanced cellular jamming device with auto jamming control that uses unique and intelligent techniques
interfering with the downlink between tower and cell phone. The CJAM 500 insures a cellular phone communication-free
environment.
CJAM 1000 - high-powered portable cellular jamming device using unique and intelligent techniques interfering with
communication along up to 3 frequency ranges. Choice bands include cellular, GSM 90, Paging, PCS, Wi-Fi or any other
Microwave frequency CJAM Integration - Integration is a unique design and engineered solution for cellular in-building
jamming that uses its Patent Pending jamming technology and in-building cellular amplification.
CJAM, a division of CellAntenna Corporation (www.cjam.com, www.cellantenna.com) based in Florida, is a leading global
company that provides cellular signal solutions. President and CEO of CJAM, Howard Melamed, is a sought-after speaker
on this subject who has been quoted in the New York Times, featured on the Discovery Channel, USA Radio Network,
South Florida Business Journal and South Florida Sun Sentinel and many others
Mr. Melamed is available for interviews and demonstrations on how CJAM 500 works.

